89 Essential Questions to Ask When Selecting a New

WEBSITE MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

Introduction
The success of website launches are often based on the research that is done before selecting a vendor.
Given the different approaches and options for web content management, it is crucial that business users and IT
professionals are empowered to ask effective questions to ensure they end up with the right solution.
This list of 89 sample questions for your RFP document was developed to help organizations compare options and
uncover differences between specific solutions.
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The questions span across key consideration categories to help you choose the right partner/platform to manage
your digital experiences:
•

Content Creation & Management

•

Publishing & Presentation

•

Development & Interoperability

•

Technical Dependencies

•

Platform Architecture

•

Operations & Support

•

Security & Regulatory Requirements

•

Implementation & Deployment
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Content Creation & Management
Describe the functionality within the authoring environment. Do authors have easy access to the
comprehensive range of features (in-line editing, WYSIWYG, content blocks, form builders)?
How does the CMS handle broken-links?
How does the CMS create and integrate forms?
Are non-technical users able to configure and create workflows? If yes, please describe the process.
Describe how the solution supports the separation of content and the presentation-layer.
Describe how the CMS supports simultaneous users/authors with features such as conflict management
branching, and merging of changes?
Describe your version control and archival functionality within the CMS.
How does the CMS manage content expiry?
How does the CMS support the content life cycle? Can the CMS support customized and/or decentralized
control of content creation? How does the platform manage review and approval cycles?
Please describe how the CMS natively supports mobile devices.
How is access and security managed within the CMS (as it relates to content authoring)?
How metadata is supported for managed content? (i.e. authors, description, keywords, etc.)
Can some metadata / custom information be restricted to certain sets of users/groups. If so, please
describe how this is supported?
What site analytics, marketing performance and usage metrics / statistics are provided natively by the
platform?
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Publishing & Presentation
How are stylesheets managed? Describe the flexibility and control of styles within the platform.
Describe how templates are structured and managed.
Describe the multiple formats that can be supported within the platform (i.e. HTML, PDF, PNG, etc.).
Describe the cross-channel support. How is content published across digital channels such as web, mobile,
social, email?
Does your platform support for responsive design natively and in context within the UI? If yes, please
describe how? If no, please provide your alternate approach.
Can reports filter content statistics by time, site, language, traffic, goals?
Describe your platform’s search capability. Explain how that search capability provides fresh results from
regular indexing, completeness of results, and ranking and customization of the results returned.
Describe how your platform supports multi-site environments.
For multi-site environments, describe how SSL is supported?
Describe how your platform enables multi-lingual support and localization?

Digital Asset Management
Describe how the location and retrieval of digital assets is accomplished?
How are digital assets efficiently shared across distributed teams, channels and mediums?
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Can digital assets can be tagged with additional metadata? Please describe how.
Describe the security and access levels for digital asset protection that exists to assist in maintaining asset integrity
and access?

7. Next Steps

Can digital assets be manipulated and/or edited directly within the platform? If so, how?
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Targeting & Personalization
How does your platform support personalizing content based of user attributes stored in external sources?

Describe how personalization is supported natively within the platform.
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Describe how your platform personalizes content based on data from Marketing Automation Platforms (Eloqua,
Exact Target, Marketo, etc.).

Introduction

How does your platform support personalizing content based on the actions a user takes within the site?

Describe how your platform personalizes content based on data from CRM (Salesforce.com, Microsoft Dynamics,
Siebel, etc.).
What forms of visitor data is your platform able to personalize content based upon? (For example: site browsing
data, page views, ambient data, etc.)
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Development & Interoperability
Describe any APIs, web services availability and the level of documentation that exists for them.
Does the platform provide the ability to integrate custom code for additional publishing functionality? If so, please
describe how.
How do you integrate with 3rd-party development IDEs for the management of content external to the CMS
platform?
Describe integration options for identity services to allow authentication and single sign-on integration.
Describe your platform’s social media integration (to platforms like Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and LinkedIn, as
well as separate blog instances). Describe how “share” functionality works with those integrated platforms.
Describe your strategy around interoperability. Is your platform architecture API-driven in order to future-proof
your customer’s digital experience strategy?
For enterprise systems of record (Marketing Automation, Web Analytics, CRM, Data Management Platforms, etc.),
how may APIs or “connectors” does your platform support out-of-the-box?
Describe the level of effort required in building APIs or connectors for integration with a platform that is not
supported.
Describe the level of effort required for a customer to get access to a newly released integration with a 3rd-party
platform.
Can the CMS can seamlessly display 3rd-party or custom web applications (embedded applications within a
modifiable CMS page) that are hosted at other locations (i.e. line of business web applications that are hosted in our
datacenters)? If so, describe how.
Does your platform support integration with Marketing Automation platforms? If so, please describe how.
What data sources are commonly supported (i.e. XML, DB integration capability)? Describe each.
How does your platform support integration with code version control systems?
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Technical Dependencies
Does managing your platform require training for a custom markup language?
Does your operation of your platform favor one particular technology environment or language? If no, please
describe which one and why.
How does your platform minimize the need for coding in all phases of digital experience creation/management (i.e.
template configuration, template management, testing, targeting & personalization)?
What steps do you take or features does your platform have that enables it to be technically agnostic towards
whatever backend technology environments your customers may choose?
What technologies does the CMS support for published pages? In other words, what type of output templates can
your platform support? (i.e. .NET, JSP, PHP, XML, etc.)
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Platform Architecture
Does your platform provide a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) option?
Is your platform delivery architecture true multi-tenant SaaS? If yes, please describe.
Is your platform delivery architecture single-tenant SaaS? If yes, please describe.
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Are feature releases and updates to the platform instantly available to all customers?
Are new integrations with 3rd-party platforms or services instantly available to all customers?
If feature releases and updates are not instantly available to the platform, please provide details on the process
required for a customer to update their instance to the new version.
If new integrations are not instantly available to the platform, please provide details on the process required for a
customer to get access to the new integrations within their instance.
Is your platform a dynamic in nature, meaning it makes service calls to the CMS itself “at runtime” to power digital
experiences? If so, please explain why your organization has chosen this approach.
Do you leverage a “Decoupled Architecture” in which the CMS is decoupled from the live hosted site? If your
platform leverages a Decoupled Architecture, please explain how you deliver dynamic content and services.
If your platform leverages a Decoupled Architecture, please explain why your organization has chosen this
approach.
How does the platform enable consistent performance and reliability through its architecture?
How does your platform architecture support rapid content delivery around the world?
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What is your hosting strategy? (For example: Do you offer hosting in multiple data-centers and geographies?)

5. Determining Your Digital
Type

What software—such as databases or runtime licenses—are required to run your software in a production
environment?

6. The 30-Second Worksheet

Describe how you support Disaster Recovery.
Describe how you support High Availability. Are there extra charges for High Availability?

7. Next Steps
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Operations & Support
What is your SLA in terms of uptime per month?
What technical skills are required of users of your platform? If technical skills are required for some areas of
the platform while others do not, please specify which areas of the platform must be managed by whom?
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What is the availability of product documentation? How is it accessed?
Describe the various support tiers and service levels provided for the product.
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Describe the release management process. What is the frequency of releases and how are customers
informed and updated on upcoming changes?

1. Why Has Digital Become
Increasingly Important?

Describe the release cadence for major, minor, maintenance, other types of changes?
Describe how upgrades work and how you limit the risk of changes to your customers.

2. Human vs. Digital Touches
and the Role They Play in
Making a Sale

Describe the support you supply to your customers during a critical failure of the service.
Do you provide end user support? If so, please describe available end user support models and what those
support models address (i.e. routine issue resolution, help with complex issues, support availability, etc.).
Describe how you monitor the platform and its performance.

3. Purchasing Models and
How They Impact the Buyer’s
Journey
4. The Blurred Line Between
Digital & Non-Digital
5. Determining Your Digital
Type
6. The 30-Second Worksheet
7. Next Steps
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Security & Regulatory Requirements
Please describe certifications your platform has attained and maintains (i.e. SSAE 16, TRUSTe, EU/Swiss Safe Harbor,
etc.). Can you share these with us?
Describe your testing and validation against vulnerability threats. Describe protections in place to battle
vulnerabilities to data theft. Examples of threats include: Injection, Cross-site Scripting, Buffer Manipulation (i.e.
Heartbleed SSL), Phishing, Man-in-the-Middle, Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), etc.
Do you provide independent 3rd-party penetration testing? May we perform our own independent 3rd-party
penetration tests?
How do you set up environments to comply with various international data privacy regulations, such as the EU Data
Protection Directive?
How do you support independent content archiving over multi-year retention periods? What are the costs involved?
Can you support the encryption of data-at-rest? What are the costs involved? What advanced encryption ciphers do
you support? Are the encryption keys used to secure my data also used by any other organization?
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Implementation & Deployment

4. The Blurred Line Between
Digital & Non-Digital

Given the size of our website, please describe a typical migration plan. How would it take for us to migrate our
existing site content to the proposed solution? Please include: time frames (how long does a typical migration of this
size take?), resources, and any software or technology needed to perform these tasks.

5. Determining Your Digital
Type

How does your platform ensure that implementation/agency partners can efficiently delivery digital experiences
without excessive development effort and time?

6. The 30-Second Worksheet

How does your platform enable multiple agency partners or internal dev teams to work on the platform while
maintaining site stability and code unity?

7. Next Steps

How does your platform minimize the need for excessive agency / 3rd-party effort around managing updates to the
platform and related site instances?
What are the general integration timelines with 3rd party systems and platforms?
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About Crownpeak
Founded in January 2001, Crownpeak was the first company to offer web content management through a SaaS solution.
Today, leading brands trust Crownpeak’s cloud-first Digital Experience Management (DXM) platform to quickly and easily
create, deploy and optimize customer experiences across digital touchpoints at scale. Crownpeak provides a complete
solution for DXM featuring content management, personalization, search and hosting, in addition to fully integrated Digital
Quality Management (DQM) to ensure brand integrity and meet compliance requirements. More than 180 customers
including Unilever, BNY Mellon, Thomson Reuters, Eli Lilly, and Aflac rely on Crownpeak to deliver engaging experiences
that delight customers, promote loyalty and deliver results.
Customers include AFLAC, AIG, Diageo, Eli Lilly, Kaiser Permanente, Men’s Wearhouse, MetLife, Prudential and Sony Music.
For more information, visit www.Crownpeak.com.

SALES@CROWNPEAK.COM

1.800.887.1944

WWW.CROWNPEAK.COM
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